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Introduction

The city of Miami will face significant challenges in the future of changing
climate. Compared with other cities in Florida, Miami is lucky to have the
abundant groundwater resource from its surficial aquifer —Biscayne aquifer,
which provides potable water for 3 million people of the region. But, as
climate change progresses, Florida is expected to experience warmer
temperature, more prolong drought, higher precipitation events and more
intense storms. All these factors will influence the hydrologic system and
current water management due to the uncertainty.

nowadays, the mechanism of the aquifer and proposed adaptation strategies
of aquifer recharging through stormwater management and increasing public
awareness of the water issues.

Climate variability will dictate the amount of water available to replenish the
suificial aquifer. The low-lying land of the region limits the capacity of water
storage. Thus, the Everglades fresh wetland and water conservation area are
extremely important for storing water and meeting the needs of continuous
development of the city, which will likely be compromised because of sea
level rise.
Saltwater Intrusion has been the result of historical water management and
will keep threatening to the fresh water aquifer and wetlands. Increasing sea
level rise will complicate the problem. The thesis began to use the lens of
landscape architecture to understand the water management historically and
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Overview

The overall thesis investigation examined the impact of sea level rise has on
the city of Miami. What has the city done and will be doing to the pressing
saltwater? Is there innovative ways to communicate and mitigate these issue
in the field of landscape architecture?
In Phase 1, the group research focused on context research of the city and
sea level rise impact. Questions of how Miami has developed on wet terrain
and how natural and cultivation history has impact the region were explored
and summarized. The issue of threatened water supply due to the saltwater
intrusion has been brought up. The research would continue in detailed
analysis of regional and city scale water usage and aquifer behavior.
In Phase 2, questions were asked —how is Miami’s drinking water supplied?
What is the relationship between the canal and aquifer? Through literature
review of the technique documents of aquifer. The investigation questioned
the current water working plan provided by official department of Miami,
which planned to build desalination plant to sustain future increasing
population. The author continued to explore the recharging strategy as a way
to address the saltwater intrusion and increasing drinking water demand. A
map of identified recharging area was concluded in the end of phase 2. After
site visit of Miami, underutilized land was summarized as initial intervention
site selection.
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In Phase 3, the focus of the investigation was testing spatial options of
recharging strategy. Through building physical models and combining with
guiding concept of recharging puddles, the design proposal chose one
testing site of community scale. The design included canal, parking lot,
transmission line as major retention area, and are proposing “green Thread”
in the residential area to hold and convey water. The idea of creating puddles
in the neighborhood to retain surface run-off, to allow water percolate down
replenishing the groundwater.

Site

Miami sits on the relatively flat eastern coast ridge of south
Florida. It is prone to be flooded because of its low-lying
topography and tropical climate. Due to the sea level rise
caused by global warming, Miami is expecting more tidal
flooding, extreme hurricane events and saltwater intrusion.
During site visit and literature review, residents of Miami
showed little concern of the possible impact of sea level rise
and there is no obvious infrastructural adaptation to address
the issue in the mainland urban area of Miami.
The thesis proposed recharging aquifer strategy to address
the impact the future freshwater shortage due to increasing
demand and saltwater intrusion.
The residential community adjacent to wellfield protection
area was chosen to test the recharging strategy. The site
is 217 acres, consists of residential, school, canal, offices,
community park and transmission line. The indistinctive site
conditions allow the proposed strategy could be applied in
large scale.
Google earth image of the site
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Canals Seperating Residential Neighborhood and Everglades
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Phase 1 Investigation
Reasons And Impacts of
Miami’s Problem With Water
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Abstract

In this chapter, the main group research question is how has Miami been
formed as a city on wet terrain? The research focuses on major hydrologic
evolution of the region that made it possible for Miami to exist, and its
vulnerability to coming sea level rise.

of muck and peat that stored freshwater and maintained higher water table
within the surficial aquifer. With lower water table and increasing withdrawal
of public use in the urban area, more costal area is susceptible to saltwater
intrusion.

The research first looks at how Miami is flooded, its climate condition and sea
level rise projection (from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration)
according to general elevation data from GIS. Then discuss why the city is
vulnerable to flooding. The construction of a complex canal drainage system
and large well fields has substantially altered the surface- and ground-water
hydrologic systems1, which also create today’s flooding problem of excessive
water from upstream. Large amount of freshwater is drained from Everglades
to Atlantic Ocean due to the massive water operation effort resulting a loss

1. Renken RA, et al. (2005) Impact of anthropogenic development on coastal ground-water hydrology in southeastern Florida, 1900–2000. US Geol Surv Circ 1275
2. Sobel, Adam H, et al. “Human Influence on Tropical Cyclone Intensity.” Science (New York, N.Y.), vol. 353, no. 6296, 15 July 2016, pp. 242-246.
3. Elizabeth Kolbert, “The Siege of Miami”, https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2015/12/21/the-siege-of-miami
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Introduction

Sea level rise has not just caused tidal flooding in flooding in Miami, more
extreme hurricane events2 and heavier precipitation is to be expected
according the news articles and scientific reports. Miami’s low lying
topography is vulnerable to precipitation flooding and sea level rise. NOAA
projection indicates that saltwater will flood along major canals and from
inland area which elevation is lower. Diagrams and maps are created to
explain the geological forming process of the region, city development
history and water management evolution and their impacts and problems.

Methods

1. Literature Review: collecting flooding and city development information
from news articles and scientific reports
2. Descriptive: compile geographic maps from GIS, sea level rise data from
NOAA
3. Modelling: through diagramming and mapping, illustrate the resaons
and impact of Miami’s water problems - sea level rise, flooding, saltwater
intrusion.

“The Water Comes From Six Sides In Miami”
The Siege of Miami, New Yorker
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Lake Okeechobee

Up Stream Flooding
MIAMI
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Biscayne Bay

Saltwater Intrusion

Diagram showing Miami is subjected
to tidal flooding, storm surge,
saltwater intruson, rainfall extremes,
and runoff from upstream
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Sea Level Projection

Sea level Rise is a risk to many coastal cities, but
in Miami it is not just a projection anymore, it’s
already happening.
From 2011 to 2015, under the influence of the
periodic climate variation like El Niño, sea level in
the Miami area has been racing up at almost one
inch per year, nearly ten times the rate of average
global sea level rise, which is 3 mm per year.
NOAA’s Intermediate-High projection suggests
that, in 2050, sea level will rise up to 2 feet, in
2080, there’s a 4 feet rise, in 2100, 6 feet rise.
The coastal ridge area would remains dry, but
water will go through the canals and rivers and take
over the inland area.

HIALEAH
EAST COAST BUFFER

DORAL

AIRPORT
MIAMI BEACH

What makes the condition worse is the climate. In
the past 100 years, significant number of hurricanes
have caused storm surge, and it has become pretty
frequent these years. Strong wind rise the sea level
up to 12 feet, Last year when Hurricane Irma hit
Miami, there was a 4 feet storm surge.
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City Developed on Wet Terrain

16

1900

1920

1960

2000

The historic Everglades formed an
approximate 3,860 mi2 freshwater
wetland marsh, extending from Lake
Okeechobee to mangrove estuaries
that border Florida Bay.

The “land boom” era 1903 to 1926
was signaled by the construction
and completion of the primary
drainage canals. The conversion of
drained wetlands for tropical farm
products.

Miami grew quickly into modern
cities. During that time, growth
was not limited to the larger
cities. Outlying municipalities
expanded and new municipalities
were established.

1980s was the beginning of largescale influx of immigrants from
Latin and South America which
continued unabated into the 21st
century.

Changed Water Flow

Before the drainage canals were dug, the area generally was all covered by
surface water. When Everglades was in its original and healthy state, surface
water moved in slow sheet flow southward into sloughs feeding the Everglades.
That’s why it was often referred as the “river of grass”.The Atlantic Coastal Ridge
where the Miami was built acted as a topographic barrier to the flow.
After draining and other water control management, much of the water was
diverted to coastal urban areas, so there’s less water flowing into the Everglades,

- 1900

1900 - 1970

This alteration of water flow contributed greatly to a gradual loss of muck and
peat soils through subsidence, compaction, and oxidation, ranging from 3ft to 9
ft in Agricultural Area. The storage of freshwater was lost through the loss of soil.

Pre-Development Everglades

Lake Okeechobee

18-24ft

Peat & Muck

6-17ft

Saltwater

Limestone
Freshwater Stored in Peat and Limestone
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Saltwater Front Delineation
Threatened Drinking Water Supply

Saltwater intrusion is also a major concern in urban areas. It
is mainly because of the increasing amount of groundwater
withdrawn for public use.5
Miami gets its most freshwater supply from Biscayne Aquifer,
which is a shallow layer of highly permeable limestone under
a portion of South Florida. It is a result of sedimentary
limestone casing by changing sea level of the past millions of
years, ranging from 400ft higher or 100ft lower than current
sea level.
The aquifer is basically like a sponge, when the freshwater is
not recharging, saltwater begins encroaching. Since 1904, the
front of saltwater has invaded almost 5 miles inland in miami.

Ground Water Use

2000

1965
456.85

Surface Water Use

2000

1965
1085.14

418.57

1052.51

Drinking Well

Water Usage in Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach Counties
Public Supply
Agricultural
Recreational

Domestic
Industry

1996
1953
1904
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The changing sea level of the past millions of years has shaped the Florida’s
geology and ecology.6
During the last ice Age, (2.6mya - 12,000 years ago) it was a time of extreme
climate and sea level change. Sea level were as much as 400 feet lower
or 100 feet higher than today. As the sea level rose and fell, the calcium
carbonate remains of sea creature and algae formed sedimentary limestone
bedrock of the region. when sea level was lower, the land was exposed, the
acid rainwater dissolved the limestone creating holes in the rock, stored

water in the porous layers. That’s how the aquifer was formed, where Miami
gets its fresh water now. About 4 to 5000 years ago, the water level started
to be stable, which was the time Everglades formed.

Aquifer Forming Process
Acid Rain

Submerged

Sedimentary Limestone

Submerged

Oolitic Deposits

Exposed

Dissolution of Limestone – Porosity
Soil Formation

Deposition of Peat

Accumulation of vegetation
Freashwater Storage

Saltwater Intrusion

Coastal

Well Field Withdraw

Tidal Marsh Infiltration

Confined Layer
Limestone Aquifer
Residual Saltwater

Saltwater Encroachment

Leakage from
Unprotected Canal

5. Renken RA, et al. (2005) Impact of anthropogenic development on coastal ground-water hydrology in southeastern Florida, 1900–2000. US Geol Surv Circ 1275
6. Florida’s Geological History, http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/pdffiles/UW/UW20800.pdf
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Water Conservation Area (WCA)
The WCAs serve multiple water resource and environmental
purposes, including flood control, water supply and habitat
for South Florida’s plant and animal communities. Renowned
for their clean water, unique landscape and birds and wildlife,
The WCAs are popular for recreational activities such as
fishing, hunting and bird watching.

WCA

FEB

WCA

Everglades
National
Park

Stormwater Treatment Areas (STA)
The stormwater treatment areas are man-made wetlands
designed to clean up nutrients primarily from surrounding
agricultural areas before the runoff reaches the Everglades.

WCA

Miami
STA

ECB

Water Conservation Area (WCA)
Everglades Agricultural Area (EAA)
Stormwater Treatment Areas (STA)
Wildlife Management Area
Flow Equalization Basin (FEB)
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To deal with these problems. The Comprehensive Everglades
Restoration Plan (CERP)5 was authorized in 2000 as a plan to
“restore, preserve, and protect the south Florida ecosystem
while providing water supply and flood protection.

East Coast Buffer

Flow Equalization Basin (FEB)
Constructed storage feature used to capture and temporarily
store peak stormwater flows.
East Coast Buffer
A string of impoundments and restored wetlands that act
as a buffer between the Everglades and east coast urban
centers, managed in a manner that allows water to be
captured, stored, and released at opportune times to benefit
both the urban communities and the ecological system to the
west.

Findings + Conclusions

By studying the history of Miami’ problem with water, under the influence of
sea level rise, Miami is more vulnerable to tidal flooding, extreme hurricane
events, and abnormal wet and dry climate pattern. Because the porous
limestone underneath, seawater will keep seeping inland. The critical issues
here are to prolong the life of the wetland, protect city’s drinking water
system and a gradual population retreat from the low lying areas.
As for individual investigation in Phase 2, the research will continue looking
at the subject of water, especially Miami’s potable water supply. Research
will investigate city-wide water consumption pattern, preference and current
policy of conservation, identifying problematic systems, and possible
solutions.

Assessment

Based on the feedback from the Phase 1 presentation, the research could
be more detailed in Topography analysis of the city scale. Understanding
the topography and geomorphology of the place is really critical. Where
the water will flow, pool, and flood, even for a place that seems relatively
flat. Constructed Sections will be useful to understand the city structure
and ground layers. Secondly, more precedents study of how sea level rise
and issues of resiliency are being dealt with currently of Miami as well as
throughout the U.S. and abroad. For instance, Rebuild by Design competition
focusing on the northeast of U.S. coast, and other practices of coastal places
- Netherlands and Venice. Besides looking for modern reference, it is also
valuable to look for indigenous people and their way of living with water
prior European settlers.

In terms of visualization study, the experiments will focus on materials such
as composition of limestone and water molecule. Also how to use digital
fabrication techniques to represent the process of material reaction.

5. CERP Project Planning, https://www.sfwmd.gov/our-work/cerp-project-planning
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MIAMI-DADE WATER AND SEWER DEPARTMENT
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Phase 2 Investigation
Miami’s Drinking Water Projection and
Hydrogeology of Surficial Aquifer
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Abstract

Through literature review, the recharge and discharge behavior
of the surficial aquifer was mapped2. Combined with Flooding
risk map, wellfield protection map, and historical saltwater
intrusion map, the research identified critical areas for
recharging aquifer to resist sea water contamination. For next
step of design intervention, the author proposed a series of
underutilized land types as possible recharging area through
analyzing the regional land use map and spatial quality for
further study.

20 year Water Supply Working Plan from MDWASD
Annual Daily Demand

The high permeability of limestone of the Biscayane aquifer
makes ground water susceptible to saltwater intrusion. To
address this issue, the research began by understanding Miami’s
potable water supply trend. According to the 20-year water
supply work plan 2014-20331, Miami Dade Water and Sewer
Department(MDWASD), considering the increasing population,
would be able to supply water as designed with alternative
supply project of a new desalination water treatment plant. But
as the unpredictability of sea level rise rate in the future and
rainfall pattern due to the climate change, there is still concern
about the issue of water supply and saltwater intrusion.

2

1

Historical
5

200

4

3

Projection
4

201

5

203

Desalination Treatment
Available Supply
The withdrawl from the well for public use was relatively
consistent from the past, and for the recent 10 years, the demand
even decreased, most likely due to the decrease of agricultural use
(more effcient irrrigation method) and effective water restriction
on lawn watering etc.

1. https://www.miamidade.gov/water/library/20-year-water-supply-facilities-work-plan.pdf
2. Hughes, J.D., and White, J.T., 2016, Hydrologic conditions in urban Miami-Dade County, Florida, and the effect of groundwater pumpage and increased sea level on canal leakage and regional
groundwater flow (ver. 1.2, July 2016): U.S. Geological Survey Scientific Investigations Report 2014–5162, 175 p., http://dx.doi.org/10.3133/sir20145162
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Introduction

The Biscayne aquifer underlies an area of about 4,000 square miles and is
the principal source of water for all of Dade and Broward Counties and the
southeastern part of Palm Beach County in southern Florida3. The depth of
the aquifer ranges from 10ft at western end to 100 ft at eastern end forming
a wedge shape and is the sole drinking water source for Miami Dade County.
Because lying at shallow depths under the urban area, it is susceptible to
contamination. The aquifer is unconfined, so the water table fluctuates
rapidly in response to the amount of rainfall.

Biscayne Aquifer

Diagram showing the range of Biscayne
Aquifer and its relative depth

Methods

1. Literature Review: gather water supply data of Miami Dade county and
information of surficial hydrology from govermental reports and scientific
reports
2. Modelling: compile geographic maps of flooding risk, saltwater intrusion
and wellfield protection to draw conclusion of suitable recharging area.
3. Modelling: through diagramming and mapping, illustrate the relationship
between canal and surficial aquifer.

3. GROUND WATER ATLAS of the UNITED STATES Alabama, Florida, Georgia, South Carolina HA 730-G, https://pubs.usgs.gov/ha/ha730/ch_g/G-text4.html
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Historical Saltwalter Intrusion

Saltwater intrusion companies with the construction of uncontrolled canals,
sea water seeps through canals and contaminates freshwater aquifer. With
the installation of water/flood control structure at the mouth of the canals,
the encroachment of saltwater slowed down4.

Water Table Fluctuations

Water table Fluctuations of May and October during the
2000–2009 Water Years5

4. Renken RA, et al. (2005) Impact of anthropogenic development on coastal ground-water hydrology in southeastern Florida, 1900–2000. US Geol Surv Circ 1275
5. Prinos, S.T., and Dixon, J.F., 2016, Statistical analysis and mapping of water levels in the Biscayne aquifer, water conservation areas, and Everglades National Park, Miami-Dade County, Florida,
2000–2009: U.S. Geological Survey Scientific Investigations Report 2016–5005, 42 p., http://dx.doi.org/10.3133/sir20165005
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Water Table Drawdown

Model showing water table drawdown at major wellfield site
because of pumpage

Canal Performance

Water in canal acts as source to the aquifer in dry season, as sink in wet season due to the highly
direct hydraulic connection
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Canal and Aquifer

In urban area, the Surficial Aquifer recharges mainly from precipitation and
groundwater lateral inflow from Water Conservation Area and Everglades
National Park with small amount from septic return and recreational
irrigation(lawn watering)6. Nearly half of the water reaching the aquifer will
be draining through the canals to the Biscayne Bay. The rest drains through
groundwater discharge to the Bay, evaporation and runoff, and withdraws
from municipal pumpage.
Because of the highly direct hydraulic connection between canal and aquifer,
a decline in the the water level in the canal would lower water table of the
aquifer and vice versa. So maintaining high water table in the coast area
would retard saltwater encroachment during less than normal precipitation.
Canals control structures were constructed near the coastal area at the end
of major canals to prevent saltwater moving in when the water level in the
canal is low.

354
ft s
3/

to Urban Area

1869
ft3/s

to Everglades

517

ft3/s

Surface Water Flow - Canal Inflow and Discharge
The amount of water discharged to Biscayne Bay through the gate about 5 times more7
than it inflows to the urban area, meaning that the canals in the urban area is drainning
the aquifer

6. Hughes, J.D., and White, J.T., 2016, Hydrologic conditions in urban Miami-Dade County, Florida, and the effect of groundwater pumpage and increased sea level on canal leakage and regional
groundwater flow
7. Ibid
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The surficial aquifer rechages through rainfall and groundwater inflow and discharges through
canal outflow, aquifer discharge, evaporation and municipal pumpage.
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Aquifer Recharging

Wellfield and Flood Mitigation
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Flood Risk Mitigation

Vegetated land

Hospital

Water Supply Plant

Roads

Single-Family Residential

Canal/River

Multi-Family Residential

Commercial

Vacant Land

Railway

Office

Industrial

Education

Public/Goverment Facility

Recharging Strategy
The basic strategy is to capture
rainwater, maintain high water table
in the coastal area to retard saltwater
encroachment, to increase drinking
water supply.
By analyzing the topography
information through flood risk map,
the research identified critical zones
(showing in orange on the map)
including designated wellfielde
protection zone as suitable area for
recharging. Choosing high grounds, so
there is capacity for water to infiltrate
down. As for low elevation area, the
water table might be too close to the
surface for recharging and was more
feasible for flood control strategies.
Miami urban area is characterized
by low density residential. For each
land use type, there are possible
opportunities for more effective way of
collecting water and increasing water
infiltration.

Capture Rainwater

Aquifer Recharge
Flood Risk
Water Table Rise Due to
Sea Level RIse

Wellfield
Drawdown
Resist Saltwalter Intrusion
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Flood Risk Mitigation

Pri

va

Reduce Evaporation

te

Programming

Underutilized Land
Though researching the detailed land use map and spatial quality, several
land types were summarized as possible future intervention sites within
public realm and private lands.
Canals
Secondary canals flow through all urban area as important method to
supply water to the aquifer and drain excessive water during flood events
from property adjacent to the canal. Recharging strategy for canal could
be: increase water infiltrating down by creating dams to hold water, Install
seepage barriers to reduce the flow of groundwater.
Transmission Line and Abandoned Railway
The strategy of multi-functional usage could be applied to the existing/
former utility area such as land under transmission line and abandoned
railway. Using tiered vegetation to increase water infiltration and reduce
evaporation. Adding social programs of trails, urban farms to increase
people’s awareness of conserving water.
Parking Lot
Increasing pervious pavement and stormwater storage such as rain garden,
retention pond to store water on site.
House Lot
Promoting water conserved plants instead of lawn grass and increasing
stormwater management method of rain garden, bio-swale.
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Findings + Conclusions

Phase 2 investigation focused on understanding the hydrological information
of the canals and suificial aquifer. the conclusion was that water from aquifer
was drained through canal. Water withdrawals operation of the wells in the
near future is feasible. But alternative ways of recharging the aquifer could
be applied to postponed the installation of costly desalination plants. The
research then identified places in the city the recharging could happen, based
on the flood risd map, wellfielde protection area and saltwater intrusion map.
In order to respond the large drinking water problem in a tangible scale,
the research chose underutilized lands in the recharging area for smaller
intervention strategies.
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Assessment

Based on the feedback of the review, the research question was interesting,
but hard to grasp because some critical informations need to be drawn
more clearly and in a more tangible way. A sectional drawing showing the
relationship of the wellfield and water table, aquifer and expecting sea level
rise would be important to help the audience to better understand the issue.
in terms of next step, critics suggested focusing on one wellfield so smaller
scale intervention could be tested and evaluated. And further investigation
could be consulting experts and literature of aquifer recharging method and
status. As the wells lower the table table around the wellfield, the question of
support and sink hole was raised, and could be explored further in Phase 3.
Detailed water withdrawals data and construction depth about the wellfields
are useful to study. The thesis question of providing drinking water could be
broken down into time phases in response to different scenarios of saltwater
intrusion and sea level rise.
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Puddles in the Street
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Phase 3 Investigation
Design Peoposals: Threading Puddles
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354
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1869
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Recharging from

WTA and Everglades

Discharge through

Canals

Biscayne Aquifer Hydrology
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Abstract

Built on Phase 2 findings of recharging strategy, In Phase 3, the
research began by identifying possible site and scale of intervention.
One wellfield area was chosen to conduct spatial analysis, for example,
topography, water flow and land use. The design process focused
on exploring the spatial language of the waterways. Physical plaster
models were cast to study the connections and texture between canals
and land. Through literature review, a core concept of Puddles was
raised to reimagine the relationship of water and people. Threading
Puddles was the concept guiding the detail site design , which is
creating puddles in the neighborhood, collecting surface run-off;
Through infiltration, the water goes back to the ground, so the aquifer
is replenished to retard saltwater intrusion.
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Introduction

Biscayne aquifer gets recharged through water Everglades and upstream
canals, then discharged through canals in the city to the ocean. In specific
areas, the gain and loss of the aquifer depends on the water table differences
between canal and aquifer. When water table of canal is higher than it of the
aquifer, the water from canal recharges the aquifer, and vice versa. The water
table of canal in the urban area is fluctuated rapidly due to rain events and
maintained through the control gate near the mouth of the canal.1

Methods

1. Literature Review:Scientific report of C-2 canal and aquifer behavior.
2. Modelling: Build physic models to explore possibility of urban waterways,
Digram to show design intervention.

Water Table Affecting Canal Behavior

canal < aquifer
discharge to canal

canal > aquifer

recharge to aquifer

1.“Resource and Land Information for South Dade County, Florida.” USGS, 1973, https://sofia.usgs.gov/publications/reports/rali/i850rali.pdf.
2. Ibid
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C-2 Canal
Wellfield Drawdown

Saltwater Intrusion

Water Flow
Canal
Groudwater
Saltwater
Site

Water Flow Variation

In wellfield area (C-2 canal), the canal is constantly recharging the aquifer, because the
large amount of water withdrawal from the well lower the water table around the wellfield
protection area, so the area is critical in term of saltwater intrusion.2
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Creating Puddles

Although inconsequential, puddles appear in architectural history from early
drawing of Roman ruins to modern photographs of decaying building. The question
of drainage emerges from urbanization processes. The eighteenth century, a lot
of European cities were suffered from flooding, showed in flooding map of Paris,
1740, properties close to the bank of Seine were inundated. Patte’s image is
considered one of the first cross section of a street illustrating water management
of rain and wastewater. if the engineering movement of water through and out
of a city marked a civilization’s height, then the breakdown of such a system also
marked its vulnerability.3
The city of Miami’s water management mainly focuses on draining water through
various canals to prevent flood. The proposal of threading puddle is to receive
excessive water during rain events, hold water during dry season and provide
public space for community. Also, capitalizing the inconvenient image of puddles
to provoke public awareness of water issues.

Rain water

well

puddles recharging
recharging

canal
recharging

Surficial Aqufer
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well withdrawal

saltwater Intrusion

n

Paris Flood Map, Philippe Buache, 17403

Street Section, pierre Ptte, 17693

3.Gissen, David. Subnature : Architecture’s Other Environments : Atmospheres, Matter, Life. Chapter Puddles. New York : Princeton Architectural Press, 2009., 2009. EBSCOhost, 0-search.ebscohost.
com.librarycat.risd.edu/login.aspx?direct=true&db=cat01517a&AN=risd.b1244500&site=eds-live&scope=site.
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Living with Puddles

A puddle of water or puddle of water is not seen as construction failure,
but a new way of living with water and wet.
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Green Space
Surfce Water
Connection
Site

Connecting Green Space as Puddles

In city scale, major green spaces act as puddles, threads area proposed to connect those
green space to catch and convey water.
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Form Tests of Urban Puddles

From left to right: Plaster, Ferrofluid - Strip form4, hand sketches

4.Ferrofluid - Strip form (Chemical bouillon). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBr5fcHILLM
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In a smaller scale, the author
is testing what a puddle could
mean in the road, in the plaza, in
the parking lot , in the canal. To
promote understanding of water
through an educational and
interpretive experience of the
landscape.

City Scale

Canal Scale

Canal Scale

Transmission Line Scale
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Constructed Wetland

Water Retention Corridor

Enlarged Water Storage

Elevated Parking

New Public Spcae
Water Puddles
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outflow detention

water retention corridor
constructed wetland

Elucidating Water

This specific site were chosen because its adjacency to the canals,
wellfied and linear underutilized space such as above ground
transmission line.

to hold more water, a constructed wetland was designed to treat
excessive stormwater. Proposing elevated parking so reducing the
surface parking to create more public space and retention area.

Secondary canal, public park, and large volume surface parking
lot were transformed into puddles, to collect, infiltrate, and store
excessive water from rain events. Linear green space as transmission
line corridor and residential area were turned into water retention
area to hold and convey water. Water body of canal was enlarged
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Surface Parking Lot to New Puclic Space
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Elevated Parking

Retention Area

New Commercial

Rain Garden

Underground water storage collecting and percolating excessive runoff

Transmission line corridor 160ft

6ft

-2ft water table
wetland

Underground water storage

10ft

Constructed Wetland to treat excessive stormwater

Outlet to canal
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Findings + Conclusions

The goal of phase 3 is to test design proposal of recharging strategy. The
thesis question is consolidated as How to use stormwater management
strategy to respond to Miami’s future drinking water shortage due to
increasing drinking water demand and saltwater intrusion?
Through literature review and site land use analysis, the concept of puddles
was proposed. The investigation continued defining what puddles mean in
different scale. Models and sketches were used to explore spatial pattern
and texture. In community scale: green parks and water body serves as
collecting puddles, linear underutilized space such as transmission line,
abandoned rail and trail collect, infiltrate, and convey surface runoff to those
large open space. In smaller scale, puddles were created within green space
as wetland ponds, retention swales, and underground detention storage.
Capitalizing stormwater management strategy to conserve water, to recharge
the aquifer and lessen the impact of future drinking water shortage.
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Assessment

The main focus of the feedback from the presentation was how this
stormwater management project in Miami differs from typical ones? What
new knowledge has been produced? The masterplan was not reflecting
the main idea effectively, and looked like normal planning plan. The
diagrammatic section of wellfield, puddles and saltwater intrusion was useful
for the audience to understand the condition and proposal. The puddles
concept was intriguing and could be explored further by shifting into more
detail scale instead of staying at strategy scale. Questions of how to store
water near the surface? What infiltration rate in terms of surface design were
helpful to advance the design. The comments suggested direction of paving
strategy and engineering soil to allow the idea being expressive. In phase 3,
the question of scales was not fully resolved. One was more infrastructural
scale came from phase 2 strategy of liner underutilized land; the other is
surface scale which is the idea of puddles. The final proposal was trying to
merge these two scales, but it was better to investigate separately for future
research. The thesis question then could be more specific as how to design
alternative infiltration strategy or non-plant based stormwater management
to conserve water and challenge the way people see it.
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Overall Assessment
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Final Assessment

The thesis began with the interest of understanding the unique geological
conditions and historical water management of Miami. Eventually, landed on
ways of conserving and replenishing aquifer. The thesis question of recharging
aquifer was brought up at very beginning, and became more specific in the
Phase 3 by stating the use of stormwater management strategy. The final
critics of not advancing the current knowledge of stormwater management
is fair and agreed. In Phase 3 the proposal was starting to provide new idea
of puddles separating itself with standard stormwater management, but
the idea in the proposal was not fully explored and executed. The proposal
could explore more of how puddle could be interpreted in creative ways to
offer landscapes that infiltrate water while creating areas for play, recreation,
environmental art, and other experiences that might shift public perception
about stormwater management. If there is another phase, the question of how
to provide alternative water retention designs should be the main focus, so the
question is more tangible as a design problem instead of trying to solve the
geographic issue of saltwater intrusion. The conflicting about infrastructural
scale and surface scale was another point to dive into. I think there is more
to explore as infrastructural strategy. The surface scale intervention is so
intriguing because its potential of applying into larger scale.
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During the three month investigation of a very large and difficult issues of
groundwater, a lot of time was spent to understand the varied condition.
and there is no end to the research. The research is useful to understand the
context and should be given more time before the thesis studio due to the
large amount of information. Another reflection of the research process is to
research broader the issue of saltwater intrusion along other coastal areas
such as New Orleans.
I want to thank the all the thesis advisors and critics for their genuine comments
during the investigation, and commend myself for taking on this difficult issue
and learned so much along the way.
Jing Zeng
May 23, 2018
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